
LAS1
LED Architectural 
Linear Strip

Simplistic design.
Advanced performance.



Endless Lighting 
Possibilities.



The LED Architectural Strip (LAS1) delivers brilliant illumination and visual 

comfort for those looking for a sophisticated indoor lighting solution. With 

a sleek form factor, the LAS1 comes standard in a beautiful white finish to 

integrate seamlessly into any indoor application to make the right lighting 

design statement. The LAS1 allows you to select your preferred CCT in the field 

for more versatility, further simplifying lighting design and installation.



Engineered with the end-user in mind, the LAS1 packages style and performance 

into the company’s small linear profile. Its elegant form is carefully crafted to 

make it a statement piece for a space or easily integrated into the existing design. 

Everything about the LAS1 has been designed to perform as well as it looks, from 

the mounting hardware to the proprietary LEDs to the precision lens.

The LAS1 offers immense flexibility for indoor lighting, thanks to the integrated 

switch to select the CCT that best complements the space. This feature 

empowers customization to simplify lighting design, ensuring a balance for 

optimal illumination and occupant well-being. Want customers to feel cozy 

while shopping? Make it feel warmer with 3000K. Want to improve productivity 

in the office? Change it to 5000K. Whatever the application, the LAS1 enhances 

the environment in any scenario. 

Integrated switch to select 
your preferred CCT at the 

time of installation.

Post-painted powder coat 
with a standard white finish. 

Custom colors by request.

Extruded aluminum housing 
optimizes thermal management 
and protects components.

Polycarbonate flat lens 
designed to maximize 
output and minimize glare.
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No Application Out of Reach

Key Product Features
• Architectural linear solution that delivers exceptional illumination and design flexibility for any indoor space.

• Sleek design with no visible hardware or holes offering modern elegance for spaces.

• Selectable CCT with an integrated switch - 3000K, 4000K, and 5000K.

• Smooth dimming down to 5% with compatible 0-10V controllers.

• •Industry-leading LEDs for consistent CCT and excellent color rendering of Ra ≥80.

• Microwave sensor available; Casambi control solutions available. 

Further adding to the adaptability of 

the LAS1, multiple contractor-friendly 

mounting kits are available to get the light 

exactly where you need it the most. These 

LAS1 mounting kit accessories help to 

facilitate more efficient installation for 

new construction and retrofit projects. 

For questions about ordering mounting 

hardware, please consult the factory.

Cable-Suspended 

Wall Mounted

Surface Mounted - 
Drywall or T-Bar Grid

Recessed Ceiling - 
T-Bar Grid


